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Through the Eye of a Needle: The Editor's Page 

A decade ago our operation began with the most tentative of steps. The Bead 
Research Bureau had no permanent home, but functioned as the umb~eLLa ov~r 
Lapis Route Books, our pubLisher, and CornerLess Cube, 9~r distr~buter. Our 
first activities incLuded Lectures to the few Bead Societies whi~h exi~ted 
then and pubLishing the first four titLes in the WorLd of Beads Monograph 
Series. How far we have come! 1 

A permanent space for operations was acquired in 1984 and rechristened the 
Center for Bead Research. At press time we have pubLished .19 mohographs and 
papers in the WBMS series, the OccasionaL Papers Series, and our~~ewest 
series, Contributions. We have buiLt the worLd's Largest Library on beads 
and maintain the best documented bead coLLection. The Bead Pres~, the Bead 
RoundtabLe and The MargaretoLogist have been added to our instit~tions; the 
Seedbead and Mi LLefiori have faLLen by the wayside. Support from' our Members 
and Patrons is vitaL to our operations. To aLL of you who have ~upported 
us, we give gratefuL thanks. Our goaL is to do more, to grow and freeLy 
share the knowLedge we gain about beads. The recognitiOn we no~ enjoy among 
universities. and museums around the worLd increasingLy enabLes us to expand. 

This issue covers work done during the Last year when I was "on the road," a 

few weeks in London, Paris, and Cairo, six months in India, two ;in Hong Kong


. I 

and three in Southeast Asia. Since the Last issue was printed (beforehand 
so you wouLd receive it whi Le I was gone) I have examined 28 ins!titutionaL • 
and 18 private coLLections, interviewed 13 bead authorities, vi~ited 8 bead/ . 
jeweLry makers, been on 4 excavations or iieLd trips, delivered 10 Lectures, 
and read in 15 Libraries. It's hard work, but it is aLso fun.· More than 
that, it is rewarding. Bead research is Like detective work, p~tientLy 
Looking for cLues to get at the facts. Major resuLts of this ye~r's research 
are summarized in this issue, as ever, bringing you the news fi~st. 

You wiLL note changes in our format. We strive hard to make this the most 
informative of bead newsL~tters and work our best at making it attractive. 
A major contributor to the new Look is Jacqui Steinberg of Paul ISmi ths, N.Y. 
(yes, that's the name of the town) a Friends of the Center VoLunteer. She 
has been producing graphics for us, and the resuLt of her keen eye and 
steady hand are evident in the drawings in this issue, most of which are to 
be credited to her. Many thanks, Jacqui! 

Life has many pleasures. One is the creamy feeL of ivory in your hand or 

on your neck. Another is watching a famiLy of eLephants pLacidLy making 

their way through the jungle. Sometimes our pLeasures confLict~ EarLier 

drafts of this issue incLuded an articLe urging members to sto~ ibuying ivory 

because of the mindLess sLaughter of eLephants. FortunateLy, Canada, Europe, 

and the U.S.A. have aLL recentLy instituted bans on importing. . 


. ..~ 

The Margaretologist, the official journal of the Center for Bead Research, is published twice a 
year for Members,and Patrons of the Center. Member~ ($25 for two years) and' pat~ons ($75 for two 
years) also recelve other benefits [overseas subscrlbers add $5]. Patrons are s~nt new books as 
we publish them. The contents of the Margaretologist are copyright c 1989·by Peter Francis, Jr • 

P,ermission for reproduction must be obtained in writing. 
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BEADS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

Our work in Southeast Asia, aid~d by a Bead Society (Los Angeles) grant, has 
been most fruitful. Aside from the beauty of the land, the warmth of the 
peopLe, and tremendous interest in beads in the region, this research has 
tied together work done by the Center for a decade. To the crossroads of 
Asia, beads came from Rome, India, China, and the Muslim world. Perhaps the 
biggest surprise was the extent of local beadmaking. LocaL manufacture and 
wide trading make the area one of the worLd's richest in ancient beads. ' 

The Indo~Pacific Beads 

We begin with the most important trade bead of aLL time, perhaps the most 
common of alL trade objects. Indo-Pacific beads are small (usuaLly under 5 
mm diameter) drawn beads (cut from glass tubes) in limited colors. If they 

, were not so ubiquitous they 'couLd easily be ignored. 
For a decade we have been tracing their story (see last issue). They were 

first made in Arikamedu, India, in the 3rd century B.C.; a remnant survives 
, in Papanaidupet, India. Now much more of the story has been revealed. 

In the 2nd century A.D. beadmakers moved to Mantai (Sri Lanka), Klong Thom 
(Thailand), and Oc-eo (Vietnam). KLong Thom and Oc-eo were abandoned in the 

• 
6th-7th century and beadmakers went to Kuala Selinsing (MaLaysia) and Sating 
Pra (ThaiLand). Kuala Selinsing was not a port, but shipped beads through 

I 	 Kedah, up the coast. In the 10th century Mantai was sacked by the tholas of 
south India. The literature hinted that the industry went to Nagapattinam, , 
India, but a 10 man-hour survey of the old city there found no evidence of 
glass- or beadmaking. At the, same time Sating Pra was abandoned, beadmakers 
moving across the peninsula to Takua Pa, as was Kuala Selinsing, with the 
industry going to Sungai Mas in Kedah. The Indian branch survived, but the 
Southeast Asian branch ceased production around A.D. 1200. 
T~e industry is identified by its use of a unique system to dra~ the tubes 

from which the beads were cut. It requires a team of a dozen trained men, 
who work through the night with up to 50 kgs (110 lbs) of glass at a speciaL 
furnace with a unique set of tools. The system is so complex that it would 
have been difficult for anyone to copy it. It is most likely that alL Indo
Pacific beads were made by the descenda'nts of the originaL Tam; l (southeast 
Indian) beadmakers from Arikamedu. 

The, eVidence 'for these industries is the glass wasters found, indicating 
specific beadmaking steps: glassmaking (slag, uncolored glass, remelted 
scrap for making new glass); glassworking (small melted drips and splatters, 
chunks of colored glass); tube drawing by the Lada method, the heart of this 
industry (various twisted tubes ~nd o~her wasters unique to this process); 
tube cutting into bead-sized segments (segments that did not get reheated, 
short tube ends); smoothing the sharp edges by reheating (clumps of beads, 

, beads sticking t~ the clay pan), and bead stringing (beads discarded because 
they cannot be ~trung). ' 

The most Qarefully-studied sites have the most compLete evidence, but aLL 
those mentioned have enough evidence to link them to the industry. A few 

: other sites in central Thailand and Indonesia are aLso possible candidates. 
r There, may have been beadmakers in the Khymer Kingdom after the fall of Oc-eo 
• and there must:~e one in south tndia(Site X) to fill the gap between Manta; 
: and Papanaidupet, the only syrvivor of this 2300 year old craft. 

~ 
E 
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SuddenLy the Indo-Pacific bead story is much more compLex and interesting. •SampLes of each bead color from the beadmaking sites and a dozen i~porting 
sites have been given to us.by the excavators. A grant proposal t~ analyze 
them has been submitted (not through the Smithsonian, a~earLier arinounced). 
We hope to "fingerprint" beadmakers to estabLish dates and trade relations 
with the importing sites. These beads have been at the cehter of r.esearch 
by many scholars for over.60 years; we are now much closer to unra~eling the 
history of the most important tr~de bead of alL times. : 

TABLE 1 

Evidence for Indo-Pacific Beadmaking 


Material Site: ARK MAN PAP O-E KT SP KKK ~S SM 
Date: -3/+3 1-10 19-20 2-7 . 2-6 7-10 9-10 6~10 9-13 


Glassmaking:

Slag x x x x 

Green glass chunks x x x x x x x 

RemeLted Pieces x x x x x 


Glassworking: 
I


Colored Glass Chunks x x x x x x X x 

Drips &Splatters x x x x x x 


Drawing by the Lada: 

Gedda Paru Flakes x x 

Twisted, etc. Tubes X x x x x 

Flares x . x x 
 • 
Collapsed Tubes x x 


From Tubes to Beads: 

Knots in Tubes x x x x xi 

Cut Segments x x x x x x x x x 

Tube Ends x x x x x x j x 

Bead Clumps x x x x x x x x 

Beads On Clay Tray x x 

Discarded Beads x x x x· x x x 


I

All dates given in centuries A.D., except ARK, 3rd c. B.C. to lr:d'q. A.D. 
Abbreviations: ARK =Arikamedu, India; MAN· =Mantai, Sri Lanka; PAP = 
Papanaidupet, India; O-E =Oc~eo, Vietnam; KT =Klong Thorn, Thailanp; SP = 
Sating Pra, Thailand; KKK ~ Takua Pa (Ko Kakao, Kakao IsLand), Thailand; KS 
=Kuala SeLinsing, Malaysia; SM =Sungai Mas, MaLaysia •. 

Other Glass Beads in Southeast Asia 
i 


To study other glass beads in the area, we selected 25 types. They were 
classified by manufacturing type, origin (ranging from specific sit~s to 
general regions), date, and distribution. The study of this group has given 
us an outLine of beads in this pivotal region. [* is illustrated on; page 6.J 

The first glass beads in the region are from Arikamedu, India: colLar 
beads* (with an extra bit of material around their apertures), fals~ beryL
beads (drawn clear green glass tubes paddled into hexagonal prisms)~ and 
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Indo-Pacific beads. Arikamedu passed on the Indo-Pacific industry to Klong 
Thom and Oc-eo, the earliest cities in the region. These three cities and 
Mantai had Roman ties (and beads), traded beads with each other, and shared 
goods and techniques. They may have formed a "trading league." 

The Indo-Pacific beadmakers dominated the scene for 1000 years with their 
various products: small beads, pinched beads (large beads pinched off a 
tube), square section drawn beads, and striped drawn beads. 

By the 10th century Muslim traders reached Malaya in force, bringing fancy 
folded* or fused mosaic beads and segmented beads*. (made by constricting a 
glass tube along its length and cutting between the bulge:s to make multiple 
or single beads). These reached Borneo through local trade, where some are 
still heirlooms. Java was making spectacular beidJ- (mosaic eyes*, plain 
eyes*, combed beads, large yellow beads) but, by clu.Sy.methods, always on 
poorly fused cores, attesting to their lackofa.gl~ss~~king tradition. 
These beads were not exported, but enjoyed locally.,' 

By 1200 there is a major change. The Indo~Pacific beadmakers are gone, 
and Borneo and the Philippines, which had almost nothing else before, now 
have Chinese beads. The most important of thesewere;cDil beads* (tiny wound 
ones that resemble a section of a spring). ~ne cotl:beadmaker was in 14th 
century Si ngapore. These are the "muti sa lah'" s6':'pr:-5,zed -1 n east Indonesia. 
Strangely, wherever they are found one color domt"b,a,te,sjn that place; w~ 
cannot explain this yet. They were made from ca,~: "()OO,become most popular 
by 1200, and are gone by about 1500. Many otherPCMnese beads can now be 
identified from ca. 1200 to 1650, and grouped into major classes. The bulk 
went to the former hinderlands, the Phi l ippine,s'>andBorneo. We have also 
identified two Chinese beadmaking groups outside of China, making coils in 
Singapore a~d blue barrel beads in Java (see Margaretologist 1:1). 

Then come the Europeans. As in Florida, Mexico, and Peru, the earliest 
beads brought by the Spaniards were chevrons and Nueva Cadiz beads. Two 
shipwrecks, a Chinese junk and a Spanish Galleon, show that Chinese 
beads were still important and being exported to Mexico. Most heirloom 
beads in the Philippines are European; before Islam and Christianity these 
people were buried with their beads, unlike the Borneans, who saved them. 

Where does this lead us? A summary of bead history parallels the known 
history of Southeast Asia, confirming the accuracy of our research and of 
historical narrative. But, we want to go beyond that. 

The ties between Arikamedu, Mantai, Klong Thom, and Oc-eo are interesting. 
They all made Indo-Pacific and stone beads (Mantai onLy after the faLL of 
Oc-eo and Klong Thom). They traded with each other. They all probably had 
small colonies of Roman traders. They were each the first cities in their 
regions. Are we seeing an early trading confederation, something like the 
European Hanseatic League? Did this lead to the birth 6f the state of 
Srivijaya, which so vexes Asian historians? These questions cannot yet be 
answered, but then they had ever been asked before. 

Other strands are also visible: the earLy cultural infLuence of India, 
coupled with local genius; the wealth of Java, kept primarily to itself; the 
lateness of the Chinese in the area, but when they came, settling, running 
trade, and making products locally. Thus, the -bead story fits perfectly 
what was known from history, but also opens new a~enues for exploration. 
The archaeologists I met were happy to learn the~rigin 6f imported beads, 
but delighted to learn how much of the bead story is a purely Local one. 
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Beads from Southeast Asia (see preceding story)~ 

.••.. 1. . 

..' '. I 
Collar bead, glass, Ind:l.a Muslim folded mosa:l.c bead

'" .., _ f 

, . 

Musl:l.m segmented bead Java mosaic bead 

Actual 
Size 

~. e> .,• e 
.. 

Java pla:l.n eye bead Chinese co:l.l bkad 
J 

Beads from the Muslim World (see following story): 

\ .'.1.i 

. . 

Fustat fused rod bead Conus. shell toP! disc 

<I
I 

Green jasper cornerless cube Torus folded bead 

. " 
Mus11m pendant of Babaghor1a aBate Strat1/1ed e~ bead 

http:Margaretolog:l.st
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BEADS I NTH E ISLAMIC WORLD 

The IsLamic heartland, stretching from Morocco to Pakistan, Turkey to Yemen, 
has been beadmaker, trader and user for 1400 years. The early centuries 
were crucial to the world's bead trade, as Muslims were major traders and 
makers of beads. Our work has concentrated on this early period and links 
between modern beadmakers. [* is illustrated on page 6.] 

The Early Islamic Period (7th to 12th century) 

We have catalogued beads from three Early Islamic cities: Nishapur, Iran, on 
the SiLk Road (see last issue); Siraf, Iran, the major Persian GuLf port; 
and Fustat (OLd Cairo), Egypt. With their eastern trading partners, Mantai, 
Sri Lanka (see last issue) untiL ca. A.D. 1000, and Kedah, MaLaysia, (see 
Last story) thereafter, we have a welL-rounded picture of this trade. 

The most striking fact is its self-sufficiency. Five bead types were the 
stapLes of the trade: coraL from the Mediterranean; goLd-glass beads, made 
in Egypt and perhaps elsewhere; lapis lazuLi from Afghanistan; and carnelian 
and onyx, chiefLy from western India. Each have Long histories, and each 
originated in or at the fringes of the Muslim worLd. By the 15th century 
the carnelian/onyx mines were in Muslim hands. The worLd's great coraL 
marts were ALexandria and Fustat; the best customer was India. Egypt made 
many, if not aLL, goLd-gLass beads. We do not know where the Lapis lazuLi 
was cut; Jenkins and Keene [1982:26-32] suggested Nishapur, but that seems 
not correct. Indian agate beads were cut around Ujjain, then Later at 
Limodra, near the mines. Cambay, an early MusLim stronghoLd, exported them 
in the 15th century and cut them in the 16th century, as Baba Ghor's cult 
repLaced the goddess of the mining region to become the patron saint of the 
industry, still in MusLim hands today [Francis 1982; 1986]. 

By the 10th century Muslim beads were common in MaLaya and Scandinavia 
[CaLlmer 1977]. The Fustat Fused Rod bead*, made ca. A.D. 900 by fusing six 
spiralLy decorated glass canes into a bead that Looks like a combed barreL, 
has been found in Birka, Sweden, and in China [SeLigman coLLection, British 
Museum]. The MusLims took Indian carnelians and Indo-Pacific beads to East 
Africa. Conus sheLL top disc beads* and beads cut from the coLumeLla of 
Large conchs made at Siraf may also have been exported to Africa. 

Muslims were the key bead traders from Africa to CeyLon and Later to 
MaLaya. Their segmented and mosaic eye beads (foLded or fused mosaic canes) 
went east and they took eastern beads to Africa. They imported few beads 
themseLves: no west European beads have been noted, nor any from Southeast 
or East Asia, only Indian glass and stone beads. 

We can now'classify some beads which had been difficult to date or pLace. 
Green jasper ~ornerless cubes* and torus foLded beads* (made by folding a 
glass ring onto a core to form a wavy Line), are EarLy Islamic products. 
The fLat pendant of Babaghoria agate*, which had been dated to the MoghuL 
period, was at Nishapur by the 8th century. Soda-etched carneLians, glazed 
quartz, and probabLy faience continued older beadmaking traditions. 

Links Between Modern MiddLe Eastern Beadmakers: A Possible Reconstruction 

In Cairo at the smalL AL-Daour glass factory outside Bab Foutah beads are 
made onLy on order, so I was lucky that there was work the day of my visit. 

.","..;" 
_ Hti'j 
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The operation resembLes many smaLL-scaLe beadmakers: gLass came from meLting
oLd bottLes, was coLored if needed, and beads were made by dipping an iron
mandreL into the furnace and twirLing it. They were shaped with a paddLe if
desired, then knocked off the mandreL into an anneaLing chamber.

The EL-Tahhans are cousins of the AL-Daours, with smaLL gLass houses in
Cairo, HeLwan, and Buseten; they do not make beads. The famiLies are heirs
to the gLassworking tradition of medievaL Cairo, centered in Fustat untiL
purposeLy burned in the face of the invading Crusaders in the 12th century.
Fustat's demise did not end gLassmaking. In 1309 an edict tried to reguLate
furnaces to minimize the danger of fire to Cairo. Around 1400 Ibn Douqmak
said there were factories in the ruins of Fustat [CLerget 1934:1 270], maybe
moved there to protect Cairo, but the industry was on the decLine. Visitors
in the 17th to 19th century commented on crude products made from recycLed
gLass. In 1770 there were 42 factories, but 17 were one-man operations, and
the industry probabLy had onLy some 125 workers [CLerget 1934:11 App. F,
TabLe 1]. BottLes were the onLy product reported.

But what about the beads? Henein and Gout [1974:x] reported "During the
Ottoman period a grandfather [of the EL-Tahhuns] emigrated to work in a
factory at AL-KhaLiL (Hebron), in PaLestine. He stayed there for many years
and was married into the at-Da'our famiLy, afterwards returning to Egypt."

CouLd this have been the origin of beadmaking? Hebron is a beadmaker. In
the Beck coLLection at Cambridge U. are swirLed poLychromes made in Hebron
ca. 1920, very simiLar to modern Cairo beads. In the 1920s Hebron aLso made
round tabuLar stratified eye beads*, found in the Beck coLLection and at the
Museum of InternationaL FoLk Art in Santa Fe, N.M., Like those made at
Gorece, Turkey. There Zekai ErdaL toLd me that around 1880 two gLassworkers
from Lebanon started the industry [Francis 1979:2-7; 1981:38]. He couLd not
identify the city they came from; I now beLieve it was Hebron in PaLestine
rather than Lebanon; no Lebanese beadmaking at that time is known.

Hebron gLassmaking is documented from the mid 14th century, and is perhaps
much oLder [EngLe 1973:24; 1974:75]. It is one of the worLd's oLdest cities
and one of the four hoLy cities of IsLam. Modern Hebron is not the originaL
city. Benjamin of TudeLa (1160) and George Sandys (1610) reported that the
oLd city was in ruins and a new one had been buiLt nearby [Purchas 1625:547,
178]. It may be that Benjamin did not mention Hebron gLass whiLe praising
that of Tyre because he was a piLgrim seeking feLLow Jews, if the industry
was then in MusLim hands. By this century gLassmaking was important;
Meistermann [1923:359] said it was the Largest industry in Hebron. Current
Hebron products are crudeLy wound monochrome beads.

Perhaps we can now Link the history of three smaLL beadmaking groups in
the MiddLe East. Hebron was the originaL home; the industry may have been
in MusLim hands for a Long time. Under the Ottomans, who encouraged the
movement of craftsmen, two workers went to Turkey, originaLLy to Izmir to
make bangLes, perhaps via Lebanon. About the same time a young Egyptian
went to Hebron, feLL in Love, and onLy much Later brought back beadmaking to
Cairo. This is stiLL a hypothesis, but one which expLains three things: 1.)
the simiLarity of beads once made at Hebron and now made at Cairo and
Gorece, 2.) the origin of the Turkish beadmakers when there were no known
gLassmakers in Lebanon at that time, and 3.) why onLy the one famiLy in
Cairo makes beads.
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Notes from Here and There

ROUSSELET: A MAJOR EARLY 20th CENTURY FRENCH BEADMAKER

Gumpert [1988] first reported on a beadmaker in Paris operating during much
of this century, and this year I visited his daughter, Daniella Rousselet,
in her shop, Jeanne Danjou (Jeanne was her mother's name; she just liked the
sound of Danjou) on Pont Neuf (the "New Bridge," Paris' oldest bridge).

Louis (not Pierre) Rousselet was born in 1892 and at the age of six was
apprenticed to a M. Rousseau, who taught him to make lamp-wound glass beads.
In his 20s he set up his own shop, and soon became popular. By the 1920s he
employed 800 workers and sold beads around the world; the U.S.A. was his
biggest importer. In the 1930s he made beads of casein, a plastic made from
milk in Jura. Casein was invented in 1885; in 1904 Germany and France formed
a cartel until the English began making it in 1914. Another speciality was
false pearls, coated outside with essence d'orient. With Heusch of Spain
(Majorica pearls) and Per rot of Britain the Heusch, Perrot, and Rousselet
firm had a virtual monopoly. False gold was not made until 1945.

The major product was always glass beads, made from commercial glass canes
heated at a lamp and pressed into shape. Their distinctive mark is that
they are virtually always faceted or flattened by paddling. Young Daniella
herself designed much of the jewelry. The products were bought by famous
actresses and singers in France and far afield.

Business slowed, but did no cease, with the depression and World War 11.
The shop on Pont Neuf was opened about 1960, and the last beads made in
1975. Louis himself died in 1980. There is still a large stock, and it
will keep Daniella busy for the rest of her -- hopefully many -- days.

AMBER UPDATE

There are two news items on the scientific use of this ancient gem (see Vol.
2, No. 1). Poinar's discovery of a frog in Dominican Republic amber, showing
that Hispaniola was once part of the American continent, is featured in a
recent article [1988]. But testing air from 80 million year old amber to
find that the dinosaurs breathed more oxygen than we, has been discounted.
Because amber's polymer structure lets carbon dioxide escape, this technique
has not proved useful for studying ancient air [Weiner 1989:82]

RECORD BREAKING JADE

Likely the highest price ever paid for a bead was $958,974 for a Gin Dynasty
(1644-1911) jadeite pendant at Sotheby's Hong Kong in November 1988. An 89
bead strand went for $705,128 [Hughes and Sersen 1989:44]. Although probably
the most expensive beaded necklace, the per bead price (just under $8000) is
less than the record paid in 1973 for a 31 piece jade bead necklace, $12,600
per bead [McWhirter and McWhirter 1977:363]

IVORY BEADS AND THE EXTINCTION OF A SPECIES

Pity the poor pachyderm. He is unfortunate to have the price of his teeth
double in a decade and live in nations where a pittance spurs slaughter and
the police cannot keep up. The appetite for ivory is outstripping the
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world's ability to produce it; 80% of it is poached, especially in East 
Africa. The World Wildlife Foundation estimates that the u.s. atbne bought 

[

4.500,000 pieces of ivory in 1986, about 285 tons, representing 32,000 male 
elephants. Now young males and females are being killed as the oLder butls 
disappear, thus depleting the breeding, ,stock. The U.S., Canada and Europe 
have banned the import of new ,ivory, to their credits; the C.B.R., supports 
this ban completely. The statistics are grim. Table 2 shows the: loss of 
elephants in African countries with 1979 populations of 50,000 or more in 
the last decade CShabecoff 1989:A9J. 

TAB L E 2: The Slaughter of the Elephant 

Country 1979 pop. 1989 pop. % lost 

Central African Rep. 63,000 19.000 69.8 

Kenya 65,000 19.000 70.8 

Mozambique 54,800 18,600 66.1 

Sudan 134,000 40,000 70.1 

Tanzania 316,300 80,000 74.7 

Zaire 377,700 85,000 77.5 

Zambia 150,000 41,000 72.7 


Total (7 nations> 1,160,800 302,600 73.9 

C E N T ERA C T I V I TIE S a/ 

CONTRIBUTIONS --- A New Publications Series 

When we work on a special project we write a report for the institution with 

which we research. Since the interest in these technical reports may weLL 

go beyoMd the particular institution, we ~hall begin publishing them on a 

demand basis. The Contributions Series will soon be availabLe. If a titLe 

intrigues you, Let us know. To date, six titles are prepared: 


CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE CENTER FOR BEAD RESEARCH 

1. Report on the Beads from Reese Bay, Unalaksa IsLand, ALaska. 
2. Report on the Beads from Nishapur, Iran, in the M~tropolitan Museum. 
3. Report on the Beads from Siraf, Iran, in the British Museum. 
4. Beads and the Bead Trade in Southeast Asia. 
5. The Type CoLLecti6n of Beads in the PhiLippine National Museum. 
6. HeirLoom and Ethnographically CoLlected Beads in Southeast Asia. 

Open House 

We are pLanning an open house at the Center in late August. It is designed 

particularLy to inform local residents of our rese~rch. A display of seaLs 

dating back 7500' years, mostLy from the ancient Middle East, will be the 

featured exhibit. Other dispLays, activities, and refreshments are being 
planned. Members in the area around that time shouLd inform us so that we amay keep you posted on the particuLars. 
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The Library Corner 

It has become impossible to'confinue listing all new library acquisitions. 
I hauled 20 kgs (44 lbs) of printed material back from Southeast Asiaj after 
mailing 6 from Singapore and 20 more from India, much of it complements of 
the authors, and we thank all of them. Also, thanks to Bob Dunnigan for his 
donation of books on Asia, gemology and Mesoamerica. We thank John and Ruth 
Picard for sending their luxuriantly printed trade bead books. 

I have been asked to list my papers published in sources that our readers 
do not often see (excluding Ornament, and various newsletters): 
1988 (with G.L. Badam) "Molluscan Shell Beads from Inamgaon" in M.K. 

Dhavalikar, H.D. Sankalia, and Z.D. Ansari, Excavations at Inamgaon, 
Vol. I,'part ii, Deccan College, Poona, India, pp. 665-669~ 

"Beads and the Bead Trade in the North Pacific Region," in William Fitzhugh 
and AronCrowell, Crossroads of Continents, Smithsonian Institution 
Press, Washington, D.C.,p.' 341. 

"Simojovel, Mexico: Village of Amber," Lapidary Journal 42(8):55-62. 
"The Beads, of India," Arts of Asia 18(2):102-110. 
1989 "Trade Beads in America," Antique Trader Weekly 33(9):64-67. 

Bead Study Collection/Photographic Collection 

• 
The most significant recent additions have been excavated material from 20 
Southeast,Asian sites, given by the excavators to serve as a comparative 
collection of Indo-Pacific beads, Java beads, and Chinese beads in SE Asia • 

t bought beads made by the Al-Daour family in Cairo (see story) and beads 
made early in the century at Purdalpur, north India, illustrating stylistic 
development;n ,.this ancient beadmaking vi llage. In Southeast Asia I bought 
only two necklaces One of fine false trade beads made of plastic by the 
T'bo~i of Mindanao, Philippines. :The other (among the ugliest beads in our 
collection) are made of some sort of sawdust? composition covered with a 
thin layer of plastic in Kalimantan (Borneo) and hawked as "ancient stone 
beads" in Jakarta (I had to buy them; the young man followed ~e around for 
hours until I.paid less than a,fifth his initial asking price). 

Thanks go to Sumarah Adhyatman and Zainoel Arifin (Jakarta) and Heidi 
Munan (Kuching" Sarawak) for beads from their areas, Bob Dunnigan for mineral 
specimens, Sara Young (Providence> for her hand-made glass beads, and Mrs. 
G.J. McCormack for two lace bobbins and literature on bobbin spangles. 

When one travels for a year, taking pictures and dragging film and camera 
through ,harsh environments, one can only hope that all will be well when 
they get back for development. It was. We have important pictorial additions 
of Cairo~e~dmaking and holdings in nine major museum collections. 

Recent Activities 

In April I lectured at the Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology at Brown 
University on "Beadmaking'in .Mexico: Then and Now" and to the Beadesigners 
on "Beads and the Bead Trade in Southeast Asia. If In Providence I visited 

• 
conte~porary beadmaker Sara Young and~he Samuel Moore Co, where they still 
make bead chain and beading on ma.chinesMoore himself built a century ago • 
Several days at Harvard's Peabody Museum renewed old friendships, and made 
new ones. I return in October to lecture there and at Wellesley College. 
Francis/Beadmaker, etc. 
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Recent visitors include the .generous Bob Dunni~an'(see'above), a lapis 
lazuli authority from Minneapolis, and SharmcfSaitowitz,Cape Town (South. 
Africa) University student. She is working on 19th, ,century s;tes~ finding 
glass "seed" beads, many with heavy lead content,slmilar to some in Texas 
and Oklahoma from about the' same time. 

Want List 
. . 

We try this occasionally in hopes that some MemberiPatronhas something we 
lack or would be wi II ing to give a gift to purchase,jt.iWe are increasingly 
aware of the need for a small analyt;cal-cum-experi'men~al laborator;'Y. We 
have already been given a small ki In, but ,we also need:. a. good lab0ratory 
scale, a much better mi croscope than we now have, 'a ,blow torch and. oxygen 
regulator (~e have glassworking tools), and a variety of chemicals~ We are 
still hoping someone is tired of squi ntingat the ~Oxfor(r'Erigli shDi ct;onary 
micro edition or has an old first edition now th@t, the ~ec6nd ;s released. 
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